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THE EFFECT OF CHAYOTE LEAVES (SECHIUM EDULE)’S FLAVONOID
FRACTION ON THE REDUCTION OF THE SERUM URIC ACID LEVELS
THROUGH THE INHIBITION OF XANTHINE OXIDASE ACTIVITY
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ABSTRACT
Uric acid is the final product of purine metabolism and is categorized as hyperuricemia when it reaches >6.0 mg.dL-1 for
women and >7.0 mg.dL-1 for men. The chayote leaves (Sechium edule) contain a high amount of flavonoid and might be used
as an alternative to reduce hyperuricemia. The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of chayote leaves (Sechium
edule)’s flavonoid fraction on the level of uric acid and the activity of xanthine oxidase (XO) in Sprague Dawley Rats. The
flavonoid fraction (FF) was obtained by extracting the chayote leaves, fractionating with n-hexane, hydrolyzing with HCl,
and finally re-fractionating with ethyl acetate. Thirty male Sprague Dawley rats were induced for hyperuricemia by potassium
oxonate and broth block for 21 days, and the interventions were given orally for 14 days. The rats were divided randomly
into five groups: normal control (K-), hyperuricemia control (K+), hyperuricemia with FF dose 50 mg.200g-1 body weight
(P1), hyperuricemia with FF dose 100 mg.200g-1 body weight (P2) and hyperuricemia with allopurinol 1.8 mg.200g-1 body
weight. Xanthine oxidase activity was measured by CheKineTM Xanthine Oxidase Assay Kit, with simple colorimetry
methods. The statistical analysis for XO activity was done using Kruskal-Wallis followed by Mann Whitney. The results
showed that chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s flavonoid fraction contains apigenin, apigenin o-glucoside, and luteolin. It also
has antioxidant activity with 98.45% inhibition. There was a significant reduction in xanthine oxidase activity in groups
treated with FF (p <0.005). The best dose of FF affecting XO activity was 100 mg.200g-1 body weight. The combination of
FF and allopurinol can be more effective in decreasing uric acid levels by inhibiting XO activity.
Keywords: flavonoids; Sechium edule; xanthine oxidase; uric acid

INTRODUCTION
Uric acid is the final product of purine metabolism, which
is produced endogenously, and mostly comes from purines
in foods consumed excessively. The uric acid level is high
if it is more than 6.0 mg.dL-1 in women and more than 7.0
mg.dL-1 in men. An increase in uric acid levels is called
hyperuricemia (Dalbeth et al., 2016; Kushiyama et al.,
2016). The prevalence of hyperuricemia has increased
rapidly in recent years, reaching 10% of the world’s
population. The increase in hyperuricemia does not merely
occur in developed countries but also in developing
countries (Kuo et al., 2015). Lifestyle factors include
excessive purine diet (the habit of consuming seafood,
internal meats such as liver, kidney, intestines), alcohol
consumption, obesity, gender, and age, which are risk
factors for increased hyperuricemia (Raja et al., 2019).
Meanwhile, several other epidemiological studies have
shown that hyperuricemia has an impact on the
development of diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, kidney
disease, obesity, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and
arthritis (Ma et al., 2019; Nurshad et al., 2018). Chayote
is a type of vegetable that is widely found and consumed,
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especially in Mexico, Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
Indonesia. The part of chayote that can be consumed apart
from the fruit is its leaves. Chayote leaves have the potential
as a source of nutrition and health benefits, such as
hyperuricemia. However, chayote leaves are not as popular
as the other part of the plant regardless of its content of
bioactive compounds higher than the fruit. The bioactive
compounds in chayote leaves include phenolics,
carotenoids, and flavonoids (Managa et al., 2021;
Siciliano et al., 2004). The flavonoids found in chayote
leaves are apigenin and luteolin. The apigenin and luteolin
content in chayote leaves is, respectively, 0.081 g.100g-1
and 0.141 g.100g-1 (Loizzo et al., 2016; Vieira et al., 2019).
Flavonoids found in plants are often in demand due to their
various bioactivity (Xiao, 2017). Currently, plants
containing flavonoids are widely used as alternatives to help
treat several diseases because the side effects are lower, and
the price is relatively cheaper than drugs (Sahnoun and
Saibi, 2018). Flavonoids have biological and
pharmacological properties such as anti-oxidative, antibacterial, anti-viral, and anti-mutagenic. Flavonoids also
play a role in reducing the activity of several enzymes, one
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of which is the xanthine oxidase enzyme (Lin et al., 2002).
Xanthine oxidase is an enzyme responsible for catalyzing
hypoxanthine and xanthine into uric acid, to control purine
catabolism (Huang et al., 2011). Apigenin and luteolin
have the effect of reducing uric acid levels by inhibiting the
activity of the xanthine oxidase enzyme (Huang et al.,
2011; Lin et al., 2018).
Another researcher indicates that administration of the
flavonoid apigenin at a dose of 50 mg.200g-1 body weight
and 100 mg.200g-1 body weight for seven days affects
xanthine oxidase activity in both normal and hyperuricemia
rats (Huang et al., 2011). Another report describes that
luteolin is also a bioactive compound that plays a role in
inhibiting the activity of the xanthine oxidase enzyme so
that it affects the decrease in uric acid levels (Pauff and
Hille, 2009).

Scientific hypothesis
Chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s flavonoid fraction
reduces serum uric acid levels through the inhibition of
xanthine oxidase activity in Sprague Dawley rats
hyperuricemia.

MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY
This study was a true experimental research design using
a randomized pre-post-test control group design. The study
was conducted at the Animal Laboratory of PAU,
Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta for animal care, and
Integrated Laboratory of Universitas Diponegoro,
Semarang for the production of chayote leaves (Sechium
edule)’s flavonoid fraction. This study had been approved
by the Health Research Ethics Commission of the Faculty
of Medicine, Universitas Diponegoro Semarang, with the
number 05/EC/H/FK-UNDIP/I/2020.

Figure 1 Chayote (Sechium edule) leaves.
Samples
The sample in this study used Rattus norvegicus, strain
Sprague Dawley rats, weighing 150 – 300 g and aged 2 – 3
months.
Chemicals
Chemicals used in the fractionation of chayote leaves
consisted of HCl (Merck 1.00317.2500, Germany),
methanol (Brataco, Indonesia), ethyl-acetate, and n-hexane
(Merck, Germany, packed by PT. Brataco, Indonesia).
Chemicals of antioxidant activity test are methanol
(Brataco, Indonesia), DPPH liquid (Sigma Aldrich,
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Germany). Chemicals of XO activity test (assay buffer,
sample diluent, WST-8, enhancer, and xanthine oxidase
standard produced by Abbkine Scientific co., Ltd, Wuhan,
China. Chemicals for uric acid levels test are uric acid
reagent FS TBHBA (Diagnostic Systems GmbH,
Germany).
Animals and Biological Material
Sprague dawley rats were obtained from Animal
Laboratory of Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia. The rats (except K-) induced with Maggi brand
block broth (PT Nestle, Indonesia) at an amount of
140 mg.200g-1 rat’s body weight and potassium oxonate
(PO; Sigma Aldrich, USA) at a dose of 50 mg.200g-1 body
weight for 21 days. Thirty rats were divided into five
groups, namely the normal control group (K-) which
received no induction and no treatment, the hyperuricemia
control group (K+), the hyperuricemia group with the
administration of FF from chayote leaves at a dose of
50 mg.200g-1 body weight (P1), the hyperuricemia group
which was administered FF from chayote leaves at a dose
of 100 mg.200g-1 body weight (P2), and the hyperuricemia
group which was given allopurinol at the dose of
1.8 mg.200g-1 body weight (P3). The rats were given oral
intervention (FF) for 14 days. The FF was obtained by the
fractionation method from chayote leaves (Sechium edule).
The criteria of chayotes were fresh leaves with no hollow or
mold, and leaves were >28 days old. The chayote leaves
were obtained from chayote farm in Ngablak, Magelang,
Central Java, Indonesia.
Instruments
iMark™
microplate
absorbance
reader,
BioRad.Microprocessor
Controlled
Spectrophotometer,
(OPTIMA SP-300, Japan) for reader absorbance of uric acid
levels and XO activity; Shimadzu UV-1800 UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer (Japan) for reader absorbance of
antioxidant activity by DPPH method.
Laboratory Methods
Before and after the intervention (2 times), the blood tests
were carried out to measure the serum uric acid level and
XO activity. The uric acid level was measured using the
enzymatic method using the uric acid reagent FS TBHBA
(2,4,6-tribromo 3 hydroxybenzoic acid), while the XO
activity was measured using the CheKineTM Xanthine
Oxidase Assay Kit with a colorimetric test method. The
antioxidant activity was measured by the DPPH method.
DPPH method’s principle is the sample’s ability to reduce
the oxidation process of DPPH free radicals (1,1-diphenyl2-picrylhydrazyl) in methanol solution.
Description of the Experiment
Sample preparation: After 14 days of intervention, blood
was collected from the sinus orbital (±2mL) and
centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 2 – 8 °C, plasma
was collected and stored at -80 °C for later analysis. The
analytical procedures were done according to the instruction
of the kits. Thirty samples were analyzed, and each sample
was measured twice (duplicate). Each treatment group
consisted of six rats.

Statistical Analysis
The results are presented as median (min-max) data. The
difference in XO activity was tested using Kruskal Wallis
(nonparametric) test followed by Mann-Whitney post-hoc
test. The differences were considered significant at a
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p-value <0.005. The SPSS software version 21 (SPSS Inc,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform the tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the antioxidant activity of chayote’s
flavonoid fraction was measured prior to the start of the
experiment. Antioxidant activity from the flavonoid
fraction of chayote (Sechium edule) leaves has a stronger
ability to ward off free radicals than allopurinol (Table 1).
High or low ability to reduce free radicals can be seen from
the amount of percent inhibition. The higher percent of
inhibition shows more materials to reduce free radicals. In
contrast, a lower percent of inhibition shows less material
to reduce free radicals. The inhibition process is thought to
occur when the DPPH radical reacts with antioxidant
compounds through the uptake of hydrogen ions.
Flavonoids have a hydroxyl group (OH) so that the
flavonoid can ward off free radicals by donating hydrogen
and change free radicals from unstable to more stable
(Sangeetha et al., 2016).
Rats were weighed every week, starting at the time of
acclimatization, during the intervention, and after the
completion of the intervention. Weighing the rats aimed to
monitor weight gain and determine the initial dose of
flavonoid fractions and allopurinol. The results of body
weight measurements showed an increase during the study
(data not shown). In hyperuricemia groups, the increase in
body weight is higher than in the control group. Different
metabolic responses to different treatments might cause the
difference in rats’ weight gains.
Serum uric acid level measurement showed a decrease
after treatment in P1 and P2 (flavonoid fraction) and P3
(allopurinol) groups, as shown in Table 2. In contrast, the
K- and K+ groups (the control group) experienced an
increase in uric acid, as shown in Table 1. The most
significant decrease in serum uric acid level was found in
the allopurinol group. Thus, allopurinol administration was
Table 1 Antioxidant Activity (percent inhibition).
Methods
DPPH

proven to be more effective in reducing uric acid levels than
flavonoid fractions at either dose. Among the flavonoidtreated group, the one gave 100 mg.200g-1 BW flavonoid
showed a better reduction than the lower one, indicating that
the flavonoid fraction’s effect is dose-dependent.
Based on the results of this study, it is observed that the
chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s flavonoid fraction affects
the reduction of uric acid levels in rats for 14 days. The
research found out that the administration of a fraction of
the breadfruit leaves affects decreasing blood uric acid
levels in rats (Sinata, 2019). Research on human samples
proved that administering Sechium edule extract three times
a day for six weeks can reduce uric acid levels in subjects
with metabolic syndrome disease (Rosado-Pérez et al.,
2019). The result of previous studies reported that
intervention using allopurinol was more effective in
decreasing uric acid levels compared to flavonoids from
plants, but the side effects were more dangerous (Jiang et
al., 2020; Harwoko and Warsinah, 2020; Abdulhafiz et
al., 2020). Chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s flavonoid
fraction and allopurinol have the same effect on reducing
blood uric acid levels. Still, allopurinol has more side
effects, including fever, skin rashes, allergies, hepatitis,
kidney disease, and the risk of cardiovascular diseases
(Shah and Shah, 2015; Presa et al., 2019; Stamp et al.,
2011; Bove et al., 2017).
The XO activity measurements were undertaken twice,
before and after the intervention. The results showed that
the treatment groups experienced a decrease, and the
control group showed an increase in XO activity. The
reduction in XO activity was shown by the groups given
treatment, the P1 (flavonoid fraction 50 mg.200g-1 BW), P2
(flavonoid fraction 100 mg.200g-1 BW), and P3 (allopurinol
1.8 mg.200g-1 BW). This reduction in XO activity reflected
the inhibition of uric acid formation.

Materials
Chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s
flavonoid fraction
Allopurinol

Table 2 Statistical Analysis of Xanthine Oxidase Activity.
Xanthine
Groups
Oxidase
Activity
KK+
P1
(%)
Pre
29.53
69.04
69.60
(27.54-31.79)
(67.86-71.43)
(68.09-70.41)
Post
30.70
70.12
51.85
(29.32-32.69)
(68.95-71.69)
(46.99-55.32)
p1
△

78.00

P2

P3

68.81
(67.11- 9.58)
37.10
(34.14-40.13)

68.43
(65.87-69.07)
32.74
(32.00-35.14)

0.028
0.028
0.028
17.37
-32.10
-35.79
(-23.42- -14.49)
(-34.68- -26.98)
(-36.37- -30.73)
p2
0.000
Note : Five groups of rats consisted of K-: normal rats; K+: hyperuricemia rats; P1:flavonoid fraction from chayote leaves
(Sechium edule) treatment at dose 50 mg.200g-1 bodyweight; P2: flavonoid fraction from chayote leaves (Sechium edule)
treatment at dose 100 mg.200g-1 bodyweight; P3: allopurinol treatment at dose 1.8 mg.200g-1 bodyweight; p1 : p values were
obtained by Wilcoxon test between pre and post intervention; p2 : p values were obtained by Kruskal Wallis test (all groups); △ :
changes between pre and post treatment. The results are presented as median (min-max) for not normally distributed data.
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0.028
1.36
(0.64-1.78)

% inhibition
91.45

0.028
0.93
(0.28-2.04)
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Figure 2 Changes of uric acid level (pre and post intervention chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s flavonoid fraction.
The average ability of the flavonoid fractions from chayote
leaves to reduce XO activity was 18.19% and 31.46% for
P1 and P2, respectively, while the P3 (allopurinol group)
showed a 40.95% reduction.
In the groups without any treatment, XO activity increased,
with the largest increase was shown by the K- group
(1.25%). An increase in xanthine oxidase activity indicated
the formation of serum uric acid.
The Wilcoxon test results showed that the XO activity
before and after the intervention was significantly different
(p = 0.028) (Table 2). XO activity tended to increase in the
control group, while in the treatment group, XO activity
decreased. The results showed that flavonoid fraction
intervention for 14 days affected the decrease of XO activity
in hyperuricemic rats. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test
in this study showed that there were differences in XO
activity after intervention in all groups (p = 0.000) (Table
2). In the control group, XO activity tended to increase,
while in the treatment group, XO activity decreased. This
result showed that the intervention of flavonoid fraction for
14 days affected the decrease of xanthine oxidase activity in
hyperuricemic rats.
In this study, the highest decrease in XO activity in the
treatment group occurred from chayote leaves at the dose of
100 mg.200g-1 BW. However, allopurinol administration
was proven to be more effective in reducing the highest XO
activity than the chayote leaves (Sechium edule)’s flavonoid
fraction at a dose of 100/200 mg.g-1 BW and 50/200 mg.g-1
BW. The decrease in uric acid levels in the treatment
groups, P1 and P2, was probably due to the content of
bioactive compounds in the flavonoid fraction, which can
inhibit the activity of the XO enzyme so that uric acid was
not formed. The results of previous studies in vitro and in
vivo
reported
that
flavonoids
contribute
to
antihyperuricemic activity by inhibiting XO activity
(Mohos et al., 2020; Yunita, Santoso and Subandi, 2021).
Xanthine oxidase is an enzyme that contributes to the
production of uric acid by catalyzing hypoxanthine to
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xanthine and xanthine to uric acid in purine metabolism.
These higher uric acid concentrations are in response to
higher levels of XO activity and oxidative stress. Previous
research reported that Cudrania tricuspidata leaf extract
with high flavonoids administered to rats could inhibit XO
activity (Song et al., 2018). The flavonoid content of plants
has antioxidant properties, which could suppress the XO
enzyme so that more hypoxanthine and xanthine are
excreted in the urine. The formation of uric acid can be
inhibited, shown by the lower level in the blood
(Casagrande et al., 2013; Serrano et al., 2020). Other
research shows that flavonoids extract from Marantodes
Pumilum var pumila leaves can decrease XO activity in
hyperuricemia mice (Aladdin et al., 2020).
The decrease in uric acid levels is due to flavonoids
content in this plant, which has a very good effect on XO
activity, inhibits purine biosynthesis in the body (Zeng et
al., 2017), and increases the concentration of uric acid in the
urine (Kuo et al., 2015; Ling and Bochu, 2014; Shi and
Williamson, 2016). Another mechanism by which the
flavonoids reduce serum uric acid level is inhibition of uric
acid reabsorption in the kidney (Hamada et al., 2008). The
bioactive compounds in plants reduce the expression of
mRNA and protein transporter URAT1 and GLUT9 in
hyperuricemic rats, associated with uricosuric effects with
inhibition of uric acid reabsorption (Hu et al., 2012; Yang
et al., 2015; Dolati et al., 2018).
Based on the results of this study, the flavonoid fraction
(apigenin and luteolin) can affect XO activity. In addition,
the results of the FTIR test showed that the flavonoid
fraction from chayote leaves contains the structure of C2,
which has an effect of reducing XO activity. Previous
research reported that the basic chemical structure of the
flavanol group with C2 and C3 double bonds in the
flavonoid compound was found to be very influential in the
inhibition of high XO activity (Van Hoorn et al., 2002;
Spanou et al., 2012).
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CONCLUSION
Chayote leaves (Sechium edule) contain flavonoids
(apigenin and luteolin), which affected serum uric acid
levels in the hyperuricemic rat model after 14 days of
treatment; however, its effect was lower than those of
allopurinol. This reduction was due to the inhibition of XO
activity, and the best result of this flavonoid fraction was
observed at 100 mg.200g-1 BW. Combining FF or
flavonoids from plants and allopurinol can be more
effective to decrease uric acid levels through the inhibition
of XO activity. This finding might be useful to be
implemented in humans to improve hyperuricemia
conditions.
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